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Structure and dynamics of the interface between a binary hard-sphere crystal of NaCl type
and its coexisting binary fluid

Rachel Sibug-Aga and Brian B. Laird*

Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045
~Received 28 May 2002; published 15 October 2002!

Molecular-dynamics simulations are performed to study the@100# and@111# orientations of the crystal-melt
interface between an ordered two-component hard sphere with an NaCl structure and its coexisting binary
hard-sphere fluid. The diameter ratio of the two types of hard spheres making up the mixture isa50.414. This
work complements our earlier interface simulations@J. Chem. Phys.116, 3410~2002!# for the same diameter
ratio at lower pressures where the smaller component is immiscible in the solid and the fluid mixture coexists
with a pure fcc crystal of large particles. Density profiles and diffusion coefficient profiles are presented for the
AB interfacial system. We find that for this system, the transition from crystallike to fluidlike behavior of both
the density and diffusion constant profiles occurs over a narrower region than that seen in our previous studies
of the fcc/binary fluid system. But similar to what was found in the fcc/binary fluid interface the transition
region for the large particle diffusion constant is shifted about 1.0sA toward the fluid phase relative to that for
the small particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The kinetics of crystal growth and nucleation from t
melt is highly dependent upon the structure, dynamics
thermodynamics of the crystal-melt interface.1 Given the dif-
ficulties in obtaining unambiguous information from expe
ments, most of what is currently known about the mic
scopic phenomenology of such interfaces is obtained
computer simulation.2 Although most simulation studie
have focused on single component systems,3–10 there has
been recent interest in multicomponent interfaces.11–14All of
these studies have involved crystal phases that are eithe
ordered or pure face-centered cubic~fcc! lattices. In this
work we present results for the structure and dynamics of
interface between anordered two-component hard-spher
crystal with a sodium chloride~NaCl! structure and a binary
hard-sphere fluid. Such a system can be viewed either
prototype to understand the interface between intermet
compounds and their coexisting fluid phases or as a m
two-component colloidal dispersion.

The hard-sphere interaction was chosen for this st
since it is an important reference model for the study
simple liquids15 and liquid mixtures.16 This is especially true
with regard to phenomena associated with the freezing t
sition. For example, it has been recently shown that the
terfacial free energy of close-packed metals can be descr
with quantitative accuracy using a hard-sphere model.17 In
addition, recent phase boundary calculations have shown
binary hard spheres form a wide range of crystal structu
depending on the ratioa5sB /sA of the small sphere~type
B) diametersB to that of the larger spheres~labeledA) sA .
A substitutionally disordered fcc crystal is the stable ph
for 1.0.a.0.85 ~Ref. 18! while for a,0.85, only ordered
crystal structures are seen to be stable, includingAB, AB2,
andAB13 structures.19–23A detailed study of the disordere
fcc crystal/melt interface fora50.9 has been recentl
reported.12
0163-1829/2002/66~14!/144106~8!/$20.00 66 1441
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In this work, we examine two-component hard-sphe
mixtures with a considerably larger size asymmetry ofa
50.414. This size ratio is significant in the theory of bina
alloys in that it is the largest asymmetry in which the sm
spheres can be accommodated in the interstitials of a den
close-packed crystal of larger spheres. The phase diagram
this value ofa has been determined as a function of press
and mole fraction using MC and MD simulations by Triza
and co-workers19 and is reproduced in Fig. 1. At low pres
sures, the binary fluid coexists with a pure fcc crystal of la
spheres, whereas at higher pressures~above 50kT/sA

3) the
coexisting solid phase is an ordered 1:1 crystal of the sod

FIG. 1. Pressure-concentration phase diagram of the bin
hard-sphere system witha50.414. @Reprinted from Ref. 19 by
permission of the publisher, Taylor and Francis, Lt
~www.tandf.co.uk/journals!#. Note that to make the phase coexis
ence lines easier to distinguish, the pressure is plotted agains
cube root of the large sphere mole fraction. The phase point of
present study is shown as a filled circle.The open circle shows
conditions of our previous study~Ref. 13!.
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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chloride ~NaCl! type. Earlier cell theory calculations als
predicted the stability of the NaCl at this diameter ratio20

Other AB structures such as the CsCl and the zinc ble
have been shown to be unstable at this diameter ratios20,23

Throughout the text we will be usingAB to also refer to the
NaCl structure.

A detailed study of the low pressure pure fcc/binary flu
system has been recently reported.13 In that work, the coex-
istence between the crystal and an approximately 1:1 bin
mixture was examined, corresponding to a pressure
20.1kT/sA

3 , which is approximately twice the coexistenc
pressure (11.55kT/s) of the pure single component system
As the pressure is increased the mole fraction of la
spheres in the fluid phaseXA

f decreases, and at a pressure
about 50kT/sA

3 the fluid coexists with anAB crystal of NaCl
type ~see Fig. 1!. In this work, we examine in detail th
microscopic structure and dynamics of the interface betw
the high pressureAB crystal and its melt. To do this, we hav
chosen a point in the phase diagram withXA

f 50.097. At this
mole fraction, the fluid coexists with the NaCl crystal at
pressure of 53kT/sA

3 . Details of the simulation methodolog
and interface equilibration procedure are outlined in the n
section followed by presentation of the results of the study
Sec. III and concluding remarks in Sec. IV.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

Molecular-dynamics simulations are performed on a tw
component system of hard spheres of differing diameterssA
andsB , with sA.sB ~typeA particles are assumed to be th
larger spheres!. The interaction potential between tw
spheres is defined by the following pairwise interaction p
tential:

f i j ~r !5H `, r<s i j ,

0, r .s i j ,
~1!

where i , j P$A,B%, r is the distance between the centers
the two interacting spheres, ands i j 5(s i1s j )/2 is the dis-
tance of closest possible approach between two spheres
diameters i ands j , respectively. The system is complete
defined by specifying the diameter ratioa[sB /sA , the
mole fraction of large particles,xA and the total number den
sity r. The total volume occupied by the hard spheres re
tive to the volume available to the system is given by
packing fraction

h5
psA

3

6
r@xA1~12xA!a3#, ~2!

wherer5rA1rB5N/V is the total density,xA is the mole
fraction of the larger species, anda5sB /sA is the diameter
ratio.

The procedures for interface construction and equilib
tion of binary interfaces employed in this study are similar
those used in our earlier work13 on the low-pressure coexis
ence in this system@single component fcc (xA51)/binary
fluid mixture#. Since the general interface preparation p
cess is described at length in that work, only those det
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specific to the current system are described here. The in
ested reader is encouraged to consult Ref. 13 for a m
complete description.

To construct an interface, fluid and crystal blocks are p
pared separately using the calculated coexistence condit
At a pressure of 53kT/sA

3 , we independently determined th
packing fractions of the coexisting crystal and fluid to
hc50.683 andh f50.490, respectively. In the preparation
a fluid block, it is a usual practice to initially position pa
ticles in a lattice at a density lower than coexistence. As
system is allowed to equilibrate the lattice melts, giving
fluid configuration, which is then compressed to the coex
ence density. For the system under study here this proce
is not feasible since the size asymmetry (a50.414) and the
mole fraction of small particles (XB

f 50.903) in the fluid sys-
tem are both large.~It should be noted that for this value o
a the large sphere volume is over 14 times that of the sm
particle.! To construct the fluid phase we began with an f
lattice of small particles at a number density equal to
desired total number density of the fluid mixture. A numb
of particles, corresponding to the target mole fraction
large spheres, are then chosen at random from this lattic
molecular dynamics run is started from this initial config
ration and the diameter of randomly chosen particles is p
odically increased until the correct large sphere diamete
attained. The amount of increase in the diameter at e
stage depends on the maximum increase that is pos
without creating particle overlap. The preparation of t
crystal is straightforward as the small particles easily inser
into the interstitial sites of the large sphere fcc lattice.

After equilibration of separate crystal and fluid system
they are placed in contact within the simulation box. Due
the periodic boundary conditions, two interfaces are form
Note that packing fraction used in the preparation of
initial fluid block is slightly different from the predictedh f

because a gap of 1sA is placed between the crystal and flu
blocks to avoid any initial overlap that may occur when t
two blocks are combined. The fluid particles are then
lowed to move while the large particles are fixed so the i
tial gaps are then filled with the fluid particles. The initi
fluid packing fraction is adjusted until an unstressed b
crystal is obtained when the two blocks are combined a
equilibrated

In this study, we examine both the@100# and@111# orien-
tations of this NaCl crystal/binary fluid interface. For refe
ence, we define thez axis to be perpendicular to the interfa
cial plane. Periodic boundary conditions are applied inx, y,
andz directions. The length in thez directionLz is a sum of
lengths of the two separate blocks in thez direction and the
2sA gap initially left between the two blocks. The total num
ber of particles used are 22 032 and 22 752 for the@100# and
@111# orientations, respectively. The details of the syst
sizes used are summarized in Table I. As the systems stu
are large, we have implemented the cell method techniq24

to efficiently carry out the molecular-dynamics simulation
Equilibration was done for about 43105 collisions per par-
ticle ~cpp!. During sampling, the run was divided into block
of 2600 cpp each. The sampling run was over a length of
blocks, but since each block gives two independent meas
6-2
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STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF THE INTERFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144106 ~2002!
of interfacial properties when the system is properly fold
at the center of the crystal, the results reported are aver
taken over 60 samples.

In the course of such simulations the position of the
terfacial plane can shift due to Brownian motion or due
melting or freezing of the crystal. To prevent such moti
from artificially broadening the interfacial profiles it is ne
essary to monitor the position of the interfacial plane dur
the sampling runs. The standard measure of interfacial p
tion for a planar interface is the Gibbs dividing surface1 de-
fined for a multicomponent system as the value ofz where
the surfaces excess number of ‘‘solvent’’ particles is ze
However, accurate calculation of the Gibbs dividing surfa
requires relatively long simulation runs and is then uns
able for a method of monitoring the time dependence
interfacial position. In our previous studies,7,13 we find that a
more suitable measure can be obtained from measureme
orientational order parameter profile as a function ofz. The
orientational order parameter is defined as follows:

qn~z!5K 1

Nz
(
i , j ,k

cos@nuxy~ i , j ,k!#L , ~3!

wheren54 for the@100# orientation andn56 for the@111#,
i, j, andk are nearest neighbor large particles,uxy( i , j ,k) is
the bond angle formed byi, j, and k projected on thex,y
plane, andNz is the total number of particles that form bon
angles. The average is taken over the number of angles fo
betweenz2Dz/2 and z1Dz/2, whereDz is equal to the
layer spacing of the bulk crystal.

We show in Fig. 2 the order parametersq4 andq6 of the
two particle types for the@100# ~upper panel! and @111#
~lower panel! orientations. As expectedq4 (q6) is small in
the@111# ~@100#! interface where sixfold~fourfold! symmetry
dominates. We define the interfacial position relative to
midpoint of the orientational order profile for the large pa
ticles. That is,z50 in all of the z-dependent profiles pre
sented in this study is defined as the point at which the
entational order parameter has decayed halfway from
crystal to fluid value. This order parameter is suitable a
measure of interfacial position since it is smoothly mon
tonically decreasing and can be calculated accurately
very short runs. The parameter profiles of the small partic
are not smoothly varying because at the interfacial reg
some number of small particles cluster together to occ
large particle vacancies at the interfacial region~as will be
seen in the density plots presented in the next section! dis-
rupting the smooth transition from crystal-like to fluid-lik
value of the orientational order parameter.

Analysis of the interfacial position as a function of tim
shows that during the equilibration run the crystal exhib

TABLE I. Number of particles and dimensions of the simulati
box.

Nc Nf Lx /sA Ly /sA Lz /sA

@100# 7056 14 976 10.41 10.41 53.02
@111# 7200 15 552 10.51 10.92 51.44
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some initial growth, but quickly stabilizes before the avera
ing runs are begun. Brownian motion of the solid phase,
monitored by motion of the inner layers of the crystal, w
found to be negligible due to the large system size and
correction was necessary.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS
FOR THE †100‡ AND †111‡ INTERFACES

A. Structure: Density profiles and contour plots

The structural variation of the system across the interf
is determined by calculating the density profile for each p
ticle type:

r i~z!5
^Ni~z!&
LxLyDz

, ~4!

wherei denotes a particle type,Dz is 1/25 of the crystal layer
spacing,̂ Ni(z)& is the average number of particles of typei
in the region betweenz2Dz/2 andz1Dz/2.

The density profiles of the two particle types are shown
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for the @100# and @111# orientations, re-
spectively. As expected for an NaCl-type lattice, the sm
and large particle peaks are in phase in@100# and exactly out
of phase in@111#. This is similar to the registry of particle
density peaks found at the interfacial region of the low
pressure pure fcc/binary fluid system.13 Due to the higher
pressures in this study, the crystal peaks are much sha
than those seen in the lower pressure binary system13 or in
the single component interface.7 The small side peaks in th
NaCl density are due to the filling of large particle vacanc
in the lattice structure with several smaller particles—as d
cussed below.

In order to reveal any change in the lattice spac
through the interface and to index the interfacial planes
later use, vertical dotted lines separated by the bulk cry

FIG. 2. Large~dotted! and small~solid! particle orientational
order parameter profiles,q4 ~circle! and q6 ~square! for the @100#
and @111# interfacial orientations. The pointz50 is the location of
the interfacial plane as calculated from the large particle order
rameter profile.
6-3
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RACHEL SIBUG-AGA AND BRIAN B. LAIRD PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144106 ~2002!
lattice spacing were added to Fig. 3. Labelsa to i in the@100#
profile mark specific layers for which cross-sectional dens
distributions have been determined, as discussed later.
both orientations, there is no discernible variation in the
tice spacing as the interface is traversed from crystal to fl
in contrast to what was seen in our previous interface stu
with either pure or disordered fcc crystals7,12,13which exhibit
a significant increase in the density peak spacing for
@100# orientation as the fluid side of the interface is a
proached. In those systems the presence of the interfac
duces significant structure in the fluid, but as one mo
further away from the interface into the fluid the influence
the specific crystal orientation diminishes and the peak sp
ing in the fluid reverts to the spacing that would be formed
a structureless wall. Since this natural spacing is nearly id
tical to the @111# crystal layer spacing, there is minima
change in the peak spacing for that orientation. However,
layer spacing in a@100# orientation is about 15% smalle
than the ‘‘natural’’ value and a gradual increase is observ

To better understand the lack of variablity of the latti
spacing for the NaCl/binary fluid interface under curre
study, we have performed separate Monte Carlo~MC! simu-
lations for binary hard-sphere fluids at astructurelesshard
wall, using densities and mole fractions corresponding
both the coexisiting fluid phase of the current study and t
of our previous examination of the lower pressure pure f
binary fluid interface. The MC simulations are performed
648 particles, equilibrated for 13106 cycles with density
profiles averaged over 23106 cycles. Figure 4~a! shows the
result for the 1:1 binary fluid (h50.51) that coexists with
the fcc crystal. The figure shows a peak spacing of 0.9sA ,
which is identical to the peak spacing that was observed
the single component system,7 indicating that the peak spac
ing in this system is determined by the large particle si
Thus, for an interface between such a fluid and a pure
crystal, the peak spacing on both sides of the interfac
controlled by the large particle spacing and will smooth

FIG. 3. Large~dotted! and small~solid! particle density profiles
of the NaCl/binary fluid interface for the@100# and @111# orienta-
tions. The distance between vertical dotted lines is equal to
crystal layer spacing in@100# and twice the spacing in@111#.
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interpolate between the natural crystal and fluid values, a
observed in simulation.13 However, when the binary fluid
coexisting with the NaCl-type crystal is placed next to
structureless hard wall, the density oscillations have m
smaller density peak spacings that range from 0.42sA to
0.48sA for both particle types, as shown in Fig. 4~b!. Since
this is close to the diameter ratio of 0.414, the peak spac
in this system is controlled by thesmallparticle diameter. In
addition, the range of influence of the wall is considerab
shorter for the high pressure NaCl coexistence than that
the pure FCC system. In contrast, the layer spacing in
coexisting NaCl crystal (0.74sA for @100# and 0.86sA for
@111#! is still determined by the large particle spacing. T
large difference between the natural length scales in the c
tal and fluid prevents a smooth transition between the
limits and only one length scale can be present in the in
face. This dominant length scale must be that of the crys
since the packing geometry prevents the crystal from ad
ing the smaller length scale of the fluid.

The oscillations in the fine scale density profiles shown
Fig. 3 make it difficult to see the overall trend in bulk de
sity, so we have processed these profiles using a finite
pulse response filter25,7 to reveal the nonoscillatory compo
nent of the density variation. The resulting filtered dens
profiles are shown in Fig. 5. The 10-90 width of these bu
density profiles provides a measure of the interfacial wid
~The 10-90 width of a monotonically varying interfacial pro
file is the distance over which the profile changes from 10
90 % of the higher of two coexisting bulk values, relative
the lower bulk value.! The 10-90 width derived from the
large particle density profile of the@100# orientation@see Fig.
5~a!# is 2.6sA , corresponding to the region betweenz
522.2sA to z50.4sA . For the small particles the 10-9
width is smaller at 2.3sA and the 10-90 region (z

e

FIG. 4. Structure of binary fluids with a diameter ratio ofa
50.414 against a structureless wall:~a! xA50.5 andh50.51; ~b!
xA50.1 andh50.49 .
6-4
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STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF THE INTERFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144106 ~2002!
521.7sA to z50.6sA) is shifted slightly toward the fluid,
relative to the 10-90 region of the large spheres. Combin
these two regions, the interfacial region of the@100# orienta-
tion defined by the densities has a width of 2.8sA . The total
interfacial width defined for the densities for the@111# orien-
tation (2.9sA) is not significantly different than that fo
@100#. The interfacial widths of the large particle density pr
files are identical to those found in our earlier lower press
fcc/binary fluid interface study13 for the same diameter ratio
but narrower than the 3.3s widths found in the single com
ponent system.7 In contrast, the small particle interfacia
widths found here are much smaller than those found in
lower pressure study, where they were found to be ab
3.3sA . As a consequence, the overall interface for the Na
fluid is slightly narrower than the lower pressure pure f
fluid interface.

To get a detailed understanding of the structural transi
across the interface between the two coexisting phases
have determined the cross-sectional density distributi
within layers parallel to the interfacial plane. For each lay
the 2D density distribution is defined as

r i
z~x,y!5

^Ni
z~x,y!&

DxDyDz
, ~5!

wherei denotes a particle type,Dx5Dy50.12sA , Dz is the
crystal layer spacing, which is 0.74sA for @100#. The average
number of particles of typei in the volume given by
DxDyDz is ^Ni

z(x,y)&. In Figs. 6 and 7 are density contou
plots of the@100# interface for the large and small particle
respectively. Layersa to i are as labeled in Fig. 3~a!, wherea
is deep into the bulk crystal,i is in the bulk fluid andb to h
are interfacial regions. The decrease in density peak heig
the large~type A) spheres in Fig. 3 starting at layerb is
initially due to the presence of lattice vacancies as show
Fig. 6. Small particle vacancies also start to appear in layb
of Fig. 7. We also find by comparing Figs. 3 and 6 for laye
c andd that the side peaks appearing at these layers are

FIG. 5. Filtered density profiles for the large~dotted!, small
~solid!, and total~dashed! densities in the~a! @100# and ~b! @111#
interfacial orientations.
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to the accumulation of small particles in the large sph
vacancies. The structure of this vacancy filling is interest
in that the large particle is typically replaced by 6 sm
particles~although a small number of vacancies filled with
or 7 small spheres do occur! with little disturbance to the
surrounding lattice. This can be seen in Fig. 8 where a sn
shot of one of these filled vacancies in layerc is shown. A
uniform 2D density distribution begins to develop in layerg

FIG. 6. Large particle density contour plots parallel to the int
facial plane for different layers of the@100# interface. The layers are
as labeled in Fig. 3~a!.

FIG. 7. Small particle density contour plots parallel to the int
facial plane for different layers of the@100# interface. The layers are
as labeled in Fig. 3~a!.
6-5
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RACHEL SIBUG-AGA AND BRIAN B. LAIRD PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144106 ~2002!
for both particle types indicating that, although th
z-dependent density profiles still has some oscillations in
region, the structure is that of an inhomogeneous fluid a
wall.

Of particular interest to materials scientists is the deg
of interfacial segregation—the preferential adsorption~or de-
sorption! of one component~usually the ‘‘solute’’! at the
interface. This quantity is defined relative to the Gibbs div
ing surface. The Gibbs dividing surface of a planar interfa
is defined1 as the plane along thez axis giving a vanishing
surface excess solvent particle numberGsolventdefined in the
equation

Nsolvent/A5rc
solventz1r f

solvent~Lz2z!1Gsolvent, ~6!

whereNsolventthe total number of solvent particles spheresA
is the area of the interface,rc

solvent and rL
solvent are the bulk

densities,z is the location of the interface assuming t
length of the simulation box runs from 0 toLz . Defining the
small particles as the solvent, we find that the Gibbs divid
surfaces are atz520.49sA andz520.93sA relative to the
position calculated from the large particle order parame
for the@100# and@111# orientations, respectively. The surfac
excess of the solute particlesGA was found to be negligible
indicating the absence of interfacial segregation, a result
is consistent for other crystal/melt systems that have b
investigated.7,9,13

B. Transport: Diffusion coefficient profiles

Inhomogeneities in the transport properties within the
terfacial region can be examined by calculatingz-dependent
diffusion coefficient profiles, defined for a particle of typei
by

Di~z!5 lim
t→`

1

6Ni~z!

d

dt (
j 51

Ni (z)

^@r j~ t !2r j~ t0!#2&. ~7!

FIG. 8. Snapshot of a portion of layerc as labeled in Fig. 3~a!
showing small particles occupying a large particle vacancy.
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The term in the summation is the mean-squared displa
ment over a time intervalt2t0 of a total of Ni type i par-
ticles located betweenz2Dz/2 and z1Dz/2 at time t0,
whereDz is the layer spacing in@100# and is twice the layer
spacing in@111#.

Figure 9~a! shows the diffusion coefficient profiles for th
current study~dotted lines!, including for comparison the
results previously reported for the lower pressure fcc/bin
fluid interface13 ~solid lines!. Only the @100# results are
shown as the diffusion profiles for the@111# interfaces are
not statistically different. The error bars are small and so
not shown for clarity of the plots. The bulk fluid value for th
large particles in the lower pressure fcc/binary fluid system
0.012(kTsA

2/m)1/2 and that for the small particles i
0.050(kTsA

2/m)1/2. Since theAB/fluid system has a highe
pressure and larger fluid packing fraction, the bulk fluid d
fusion coefficient values are lower: 0.008(kTsA

2/m)1/2 for
the large particles and 0.029(kTsA

2/m)1/2 for the small par-
ticles. The difference in magnitude between the small a
large particle diffusion constants makes it difficult to com
pare the two diffusion profiles. For a clearer comparison
Fig. 9~b! we plot the data in Fig. 9~a! normalized relative to
the bulk fluid values. Traversing the system from fluid
crystal, we find a region of width greater than 1sA where the
small particles have nonzero diffusion coefficient while t
large particles have effectively zero diffusion. Both high- a
low-pressure systems exhibit this shift in the change fr
crystal-like to fluidlike motion of the two particle types.

As was done for structural transition, we can also defi
the extent of dynamical transition by determining the 10-
region from diffusion coefficient profiles. From the diffusio
coefficient profile of the large particles this region starts fro
z520.7sA up to z51.3sA , resulting to a width equal to
2.0sA and centered atz50.3sA . The small particles define
an interfacial region that starts fromz522.2sA and ends at

FIG. 9. ~a! Diffusion coefficient profiles for the@100# orientation
of the fcc/fluid~dashed! and theAB/fluid ~solid! interfaces for both
particle types~circle for large and square for small!; ~b! Corre-
sponding diffusion coefficient plots scaled to be zero in bulk crys
and unity in bulk fluid.
6-6
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z50.6sA . These boundaries give a width of 2.8sA , which is
40% greater than the width from diffusion of the large pa
ticles. Also, the midpoint is shifted by 1.1sA to the fluid side
relative to the midpoint of the region defined by the lar
particles.

As in our previous studies on hard-sphere interfaces7,13

the regions defined by each of the individual density a
diffusion coefficient profiles do not all coincide, so we take
union of these 10-90 regions to define the full interfac
region. Taking into account all profiles, the NaCl/binary flu
hard-sphere interface studied here has an overall 10-90 w
of 3.5sA , corresponding to layersc to g in Fig. 3. As per-
haps expected for the higher pressure system, this interfa
region is narrower than the one found for lower press
fcc/binary fluid interface,13 which was found to be 4.8sA . To
summarize all of the profile data for quick inspection w
show in Fig. 10 all order parameters profiles, normaliz
such that we have all values equal to unity in the bulk crys
and zero in the bulk fluid for the@100# interface. Except for
differences in the overall interfacial width, this plot is qua
tatively quite similar to the corresponding plot for our earli
low-pressure fcc/binary fluid simulations in that the tran
tion of densities for both particle types and the diffusion
the small particles is observed over approximately the sa

FIG. 10. Filtered density, diffusion, and orientational order p
rameter profiles for the@100# interface. All profiles are scaled suc
that they go from unity in the crystal to zero in the fluid phase.
a-

F

14410
d

l

th

ial
e

l

e

region, while the transition for the large particle diffusion
shifted by about 1sA (1.3sA in the earlier study!. Another
notable feature in this plot is that the transition for the o
entational order parameter, which we use to locate the in
facial plane, occurs at about the center of these two trans
regions.

IV. SUMMARY

Using molecular-dynamics simulation, we have inves
gated the structure and dynamics of the@100# and @111#
crystal-melt interfaces of theAB~NaCl!/binary fluid system
for a two-component hard-sphere system in which the r
of small to large particle diameter isa50.414. This system
was at a pressure of 53kT/sA

3 that is at the lower range of th
NaCl crystal/fluid coexistence region. These simulatio
complement our earlier work13 on the pure fcc/binary fluid
interface found in this same system at lower press
(20.1kT/sA

3). We find that the higher pressur
AB/binary-fluid interface has a narrower interfacial region
3.5sA compared to the lower pressure fcc/binary fluid s
tem at the same diameter ratio, which had an interfacial
gion of width 4.8sA . In contrast to both the lower pressu
fcc/binary fluid system~and our previous single componen7

and disordered fcc interfaces12!, the peak spacing through th
interface remained constant for both orientations studied
addition, the crystal side of the higher pressure binary in
face exhibited much higher vacancy defect concentrati
than either the low pressure binary system or the sin
component interface.7 In the interfacial region, all vacancie
in the large particle lattice were found, with little distortio
in the surrounding lattice, to be filled with an average of
small particles. Similar to what was seen in the lower pr
sure fcc/binary fluid interface, the transition regions for bo
density profiles and the small particle diffusion constant
approximately coincident whereas the diffusion profile
the large particles is shifted relative to the others by ab
1sA toward the liquid side of the interface.
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